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MY INVENTION PATENT US 8,910,998 B1, ITS VALUATION, 

RESULTED IN USA USING ADVANCED BRAIN IMAGING DEVICES AT 

ME, TO DECIPHER MY THOUGHTS, IDEAS, PLANS, AND NEXT STEPS. 

THIS IS A FUTURE THREAT TO WIPO OBJECTIVES.  

 

Here is a timeline of my public enemies, usa actions, against my 

inventive work, patent US 8,910,998 B1.  

- Q1-2007, I invent patent US 8,910,998 B1, when I bought my 

third used silver car while in usa, and was looking to get its color 

changed. From Q2-2007, I was observed by the eagle eye while in 

usa. Usa corporations and white house started to surround me.  

- In 2009 Mr. Obama takes office. They started to track my life 24 

* 365, built pattern of my life. What I buy, what I eat, my daily 

routine, my work schedule, sleep pattern, benchmarked all my 

organs, record my entire life. Digital cameras came into market.  

- The digital camera lens started to be integrated into handheld 

devices, mobile phones, smart phones, and tablet devices. The 

integrated cameras evolved to shoot multi-mode footage and 

images, e.g., Thermal image, Infrared image, other.  

- This imaging technology was integrated into other medical, 

pharmaceutical scanning, imaging devices, using which they 

started to surround me around my house on all sides, and my 

hotel room stays on all sides.  

- 16-12-2014, my invention patent US 8,910,998 B1 is issued a 

patent grant.  

- From 2015, I have been fully surrounded by these all organ 

imaging devices, including brain imaging devices. These are early 

generation devices and seem to evolve into next stage as years are 

going by.  

- They have used all other available technologies, eagle eye, nixon 

technology, nano technology, audio and visual devices, along with 

the brain activity imaging devices, to track every second of every 

day of my life.  

- The valuation of my invention, 93 Trillion Earthlings / $, was the 

reason for usa to go out of their way and surround me. They are 
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determined to know what other future ideas, inventions, designs, 

cumulatively intellectual property I am going to come up with.  

- Thus, at least from year 2015, they have built ‘Database A’, with 

full brain imaging film, stored in the form of images against 

timestamp, cross footing with my activity at that instant. They 

have also build another database of my life pattern.  

       

HOW DOES THE BRAIN IMAGING TECHNOLOGY WORK? 

 

In this context, I am the ‘Target subject’, whose mind, brain activity 

they want to image, decipher the thoughts, ideas, plans, and next 

steps, going in the direction of ‘Stealing the next big idea, next 

intellectual property’.   

- First step is to surround the target subject and build the subjects 

‘brain images database’ against the activity at the time. At the 

same time build another database of his life pattern, to put him 

in a ‘Life cage’. They have built both the databases with me.  

- For all the activities of my life, there is a corresponding color-

coded brain image captured. This includes full data on my brain 

activity, of when I am talking, walking, reading, working, sleeping, 

driving, authoring, and all my activities over the years.  

- As shown in the image here, they have built ‘Database A’ and a 

second ‘Life pattern database’ by surrounding me since 2015.  
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- Usa with the unlimited printing of usd, using their rouge 

pharmaceutical company network, selected thousands of test 

subjects, from select few countries, usa, uk, and many cities from 

within India (Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai), 

with preferred subjects being those of my generation, age, and 

recorded their brain images, against their daily life activities, and 

further by getting verbal information, feedback captured the 

details of their thoughts, brain activity against the image at that 

instant.  

- The above activity was also conducted across the test subjects 

with no drugs, chemicals, serum technology acting in their body, 

on brain, and further with select drugs, chemicals, serum 

technology acting on their brain, and various brain regions.  

- By these steps, from the verbal feedback of thousands of test 

subjects, they have created ‘Database B’, connecting brain 

images, brain regions, color schemes of the image, physical 

action, brain activity, thoughts, status of each brain region.   

- This volume of work, building ‘Database B’ is shown in the image 

given here.  
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There are two techniques of deciphering the thoughts, ideas, 

plans, and next steps of a target subject. Simple and automated.  

- Simple approach. In this approach, the ‘Database A’ information 

is cross-referenced, correlated with ‘Database B’, by system 

programs and routines, thus deciphering the thoughts, ideas, 

plans, next steps from the images in ‘Database A’.  

- Elaboration of this technique, by getting verbal feedback from 

paid test subjects, by creating brain image in ‘Database A’, 

chemically by drugs, serum technology, on the brain of test 

subject, will allow them to decipher the thought from the image.  

- This simple approach of deciphering thoughts, ideas, plans, and 

next steps is illustrated in this image.  

 

 

 

   

- Automated approach is the second technique. In this approach 

images of ‘Database A’ are cross-referenced, correlated against 

several data bases resulting in them deciphering the thoughts, 

ideas, plans and next steps.  

- The data sources required for automatic, system, program run 

correlations and comparisons are many. The data sources 

required are described and shown in the following image as 

databases C, D, E, F, and G.  
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These data bases have started to cumulate data, as the technology 

is relatively new and information capture is in early stages. Over the 

coming months and years, these data sources will cumulate to large 

information repository resulting in faster and easier reading of mind.  

This constitutes an ‘upcoming threat’ to the protection of ‘Intellectual 

property rights of citizens across the world’, and for the 

administration, enforcement, preservation, and protection of Patent 

Cooperation Treaty.  

WIPO, International Bureau must record this as an ‘Early stage, 

however an immediate threat’ to the organization and must share 

this information with all the 193 member country delegates. If not 

countered, this will become an enormous threat in years to come.  

 

THREAT TO ‘INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OF CITIZENS 

ACROSS THE WORLD’, AND TO THE OBJECTIVES AND GOALS OF 

WIPO, INTERNATIONAL BUREAU.  

 

- What is being done to me, surround me and steal my thoughts, 

ideas, plans, and next steps, is going to be a threat for human 
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beings for decades and centuries to come. This is a threat to 

‘Intellectual property rights’ of all future generations of humanity.  

- The ‘rouge old world order’ has always intended to murder the 

smart, genius, talented youngsters, promising students in schools 

and colleges. Certain lobbied groups, intending to block any new 

technology from emerging, consider this option as an alternative 

to murdering the talented ones. The alternate being surround 

such smart, genius, talented youngsters, promising students, and 

decipher their ideas, thoughts, plans, and next steps.  

- This threat does not end in schools, colleges. Every competitive 

setting, such as research facilities, work place, taking credit for 

others work, stealing others work for gain, is a motive, usa want 

to use against the world countries and promote.  

- WIPO, International Bureau must record this as an ‘Early stage, 

however an immediate threat’. I would introduce this threat in 

detail at an upcoming WIPO assembly session, and bring this for 

discussion of 193 member country delegates.  

 

ACTIONS WE MUST TAKE TO PROTECT FUTURE GENERATIONS 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.  

 

Introduce the threat to 193 country member delegates at WIPO. 

Allow for some discussions and presentations on the subject. Build 

the necessary legal, law enforcement framework to counter this 

threat immediately.   

List all the electronic devices, brain imaging devices, that could be 

used for such illegal ‘brain imaging work’. These listed devices must 

be put in the banned list of devices. Regular devices must have such 

an imaging feature disabled.  

Ban all pharmaceutical companies from building data sources, data 

bases, of brain images and information that could be used to 

decipher others thoughts, ideas, plans, and next steps. Technology 

companies must be warned from building such data.  

In all the 193 world countries, expand the law enforcement agency 

provisions, to take in complaints related to ‘attempts to steal my 
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thoughts, ideas, plans, next steps, work, or intellectual property’, 

and take action against the intruders.   

 

SRINIVAS S. DEVATHI 
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